
Milos (old) - Camp was pretty fun. More fun than I expected. The food was nearly
expired but still edible. We walked by Lake Bojangles, the sunset’s light cascading
in beautiful angles. But there was this one little, tiny, minuscule, itty bitty
GIGANTIC problem. My bunkmate.

A bunk bed rolls in from stage left, Zag stretched on on the top bunk. Young Milos
sits on the bottom bunk. Zag leans over the upstage side of the bunk to pester his
bunkmate.

Zag - Oh, what now? Can’t sleep without your teddy bear?

Milos (young) - Give it a rest. The show’s over. It’s just me and you. Why are you
picking on me?

Zag - I’m not here to make friends. I’m here to win the Trial of Courage and get
that medal.

Milos(young)- You probably will. I’ve been told my whole life that I’m - what was
the phrase again? - oh yeah. Unremarkable. I’d hoped this camp could change
that. But, looks like I’ll just go on and live a life of unremarkability.

Zag - Huh… kinda sounds like something my Dad would say…. (Begins fiddling with
his scarf)

Zag listens, nodding. He starts to understand where Milos is coming from, but is
interrupted by Director Green, followed by a frantic and scrambled Assistant
Director (Young), carrying a clipboard, who enter from stage left.

Director Green - Lights out, everyone! We have a big day tomorrow! Better rest up
- tomorrow is the Trial of Courage, and you need to be in tip-top shape. After all,
one of you has to get that medal o  the Big Ash Tree! You know no one has ever
been able to do it before! It’s kind of the whole point. And who would you be
without it? That medal will show who’s the strongest, and fastest, and most
courageous!

Assistant Director (Young)- But it’s also about having a good time. But to have a
good time, everything has to be in place! But it’s not in place and it’s already--
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